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Global auto and truck parts manufacturer assess how to defend and grow 
market share for key construction and agricultural products



BCE Proprietary

A multinational auto and truck parts manufacturer has been losing European market share in construction and is 
struggling to launch its newest agriculture product line. These challenges were driven by global supply constraints, 
product commoditization, and pressure from global competitors. The client asked BCE to provide an independent, 
market-driven assessment of the European construction and agriculture rubber tracks market, and to assist in strategy 
development and refinement. 

Background and 
Objectives

Approach

Recommendations

BCE began its analysis by segmenting the market into OEM and aftermarket, machine type, product size, and country of 
sale.  Our team then built a five-year market forecast tool with growth estimates across 5 key countries. BCE interviewed 
over 100 OEMs, dealers, distributors, competitors, and end-users to test and refine the market assumptions regarding new 
vehicle production, replacement rates, % addressable vehicle population, ASP per product, etc.

BCE built upon its market forecast by examining competitor product portfolios, client perception, market share, and 
pricing strategies to inform strategy development. These market insights provided the client with a more comprehensive 
view of its position in the market and which market segments were most attractive based on size, growth, and competitive 
intensity.

The client’s OEM production demand in the construction market and high pricing limited its ability to sell into the 
construction aftermarket. Additionally, the client was committing significant resources to launch agriculture products 
despite the low demand across Europe. Ultimately, the client faced significant internal capacity challenges and a 
shrinking distributor network. BCE’s recommendations prioritized building internal capacity and developing new online 
distribution channels to better serve distributors and end-customers in both markets. 
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